Area panel reviews current draft laws

By Harvey Baker

Speaking at Harvard's Sanders Theatre Monday night, Abba Eban, Foreign Minister of the State of Israel, called for the existence of two separate independent nations in the Middle East, both Israeli and Palestinian states.

But, emphasized Eban, Israeli cantilever from the Jordanian occupation of the Palestinian state to spring up in its place, but rather would have to be located on the East Bank of the Jordan. A two-state solution, he argued, was essential to the future of the Middle East.

Eban said that the reasons for the problem were thousands of years old, but have had a violent upside-dating as a result of the 1967 war.

It was Eban's position that because the pre-1967 situation was what led to the war in the first place, a return to these conditions hardly guarantees a lasting peace in the region. Rather, Eban said, permanent boundaries and open cooperation need to be established with each side gaining from the presence of the other side.

He said that commerce, rail and pipe lines, and agricultural contacts could not all be shared by the Arab and Israeli states if peace were a reality.

Arab recognition

The Foreign Minister played down the question of Arab recog-

nition of Israel, because, he said, Israel exists whether the Arabs recognize it or not, and the fact of its existence is what counts.

"If a man were to walk around the world and not be or-

notified, you would think he was a mental case," he said. "I don't think that a person would be able to do what he wants to do."

Most students were unaf-

fected by the plan. Those de-

signing to assemble an unorthodox major are required to show that their programs are well-

Roots of the problem

Eban's speech, "Prospects for Peace in the Middle East," began by tracing the historical character of the Middle East dispute.

Eban stated that the roots of the problem were thousands of years old, but have had a violent upside-dating as a result of the 1967 war.

It was Eban's position that because the pre-1967 situation was what led to the war in the first place, a return to these conditions hardly guarantees a lasting peace in the region. Rather, Eban said, permanent boundaries and open cooperation need to be established with each side gaining from the presence of the other side.

He said that commerce, rail and pipe lines, and agricultural contacts could not all be shared by the Arab and Israeli states if peace were a reality.
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The Foreign Minister played down the question of Arab recog-

nition of Israel, because, he said, Israel exists whether the Arabs recognize it or not, and the fact of its existence is what counts.

"If a man were to walk around the world and not be or-

notified, you would think he was a mental case," he said. "I don't think that a person would be able to do what he wants to do."

Most students were unaf-

fected by the plan. Those de-

signing to assemble an unorthodox major are required to show that their programs are well-

Harvard faculty okays 'individualized majors'

Harvard's Faculty of Arts and Sciences has approved a plan that will allow students to design their own major fields of concentration.

Subject to the approval of a faculty advisor, a student who feels confined by the standard departmental programs would be permitted to assemble a "major" from two or three fields as defined by, for example, physics and classics.

Most students will be unaffected by the plan. Those desir-

ing to assemble an unorthodox major are required to show that their programs are well motivated, while requirements for students majoring in the demo-

cratic areas are not affected.

The new plan is also distinct from opportunities for interdisci-

plinary majors that presently exist.

The Harvard Crimson told The Tech that demand by stu-

dents for opportunities offered by this new program has actually been slight, but that existing departmental requirements are fairly rigid and inflexible with only rare opportunities for sub-

stitution.

Recommendations for further changes in curricula will be forthcoming in the near future from a committee established last April to augment undergrad-

uate education. It is likely that several general education and distributional requirements will be eliminated, the Crimson said.
Here, at last, is the definitive book on the bicycle. Truly an encyclopedia of bicycling, this unique volume covers all aspects of the sport, from what to look for when you are buying a bicycle and which bicycle is best suited to your particular needs, to how to pack and where to go on cycle-camping and touring trips. Everyone’s needs are taken into consideration—there are separate discussions on bikes for women and children and special machines such as tandems, tricycles, and unicycles. For those interested in the exciting sport of bicycle racing, the various types of races and aspects of conditioning are described.

For the more experienced cyclist, a large section of the book is devoted to clear directions for maintaining and repairing your machine, including discussions on gearing, lubrication, and tire maintenance. There is also a chapter on the history of bicycling and discussions on bicycle safety and how cycling can help you keep fit and trim. An appendix includes a glossary of terms and information on bicycle clubs, publications, and wholesale outlets.

This beautiful book includes an index and is profusely illustrated with photographs and descriptive line drawings and charts. A unique and invaluable volume for every person who is thinking about buying a bicycle—or who already has one and wants to enjoy more fully this wonderful sport. $9.95

SMITH-CORONA ELECTRA 110
You can’t wear one round your neck. But a pen doesn’t plug in and go click-click-chug! A pen is just a pen. THE ELECTRA 110 IS THE LARGEST-SELLING ELECTRIC PORTABLE. A pen can’t clear up your “prescription scrawl”. THE ELECTRA 110 HAS PICA OR ELITE TYPE-FACE. Step on a pen. No more pen! THE ELECTRA 110 IS SHEATHED IN SWORD-STRONG STEEL. Open a pen. You’ll find an inkblotch. OPEN THE ELECTRA 110, AND YOU’LL FIND THE MOST RUGGED MECHANISM EVER BUILT, 5 REPEAT-ACTION KEYS, & A TARGET TAB. Break a pen. It’s broken. THE ELECTRA 110 HAS A 90 DAY GUARANTEE AND 5 YR. WARRANTY. The typewriter is mightier than the pen. Don’t believe it? Drop your old typewriter on aspen. Then, throw away the pen and trade-in that old machine for a SMITH-CORONA ELECTRA 110.
$107.50 VALUE. Reg. Coop Price $149.00. SALE PRICE $129.00

It’s a busy life, so you may not have much time to watch television. But when you want to catch a good program, you want a good set. Zenith has a new 1971 portable called the Rambler. It’s lightweight, and well-designed with easy-tuning dials and a super front-mounted speaker. Available in four cabinet colors, it can lock in fine reception anywhere. What sets it apart from other sets is Zenith quality and dependability and—best of all—price: $98.00

ALL NEW 1971! The people at Zenith know that you want good stereo sound—not just noise. So they designed the 3 piece modular 1971 Circle of Sound. Model A564W is handsomely packaged in grained walnut color cabinetry that conceals 32 watts of cool-operating, right-on power. The delicate micro touch 2 gram tone arm will preserve your records. If the high compliance speakers look strange, what they do for sound isn’t! The cylindrically shaped units pour out music in a 360 radius. Beautiful price, too! $149.95
Commons: a thirteen year perspective

By Jerry Evans

The story of the struggle for

Commons is a long one and
doesn't begin with the
definite happy ending.

Students first approached

from a student-run dining service
to run by an outside agency. It

inevitably produced a conflict

for Stouffer's Food Corporation

at that time there was some discus-

sion of the issue of compulsory

Commons. The (156 report of the

Ryer Committee addressed the

issue of compulsory Commons.

To quote from the report: "Pleas-

able to have all students eating

within the student's own house and

should be a significant educa-

tional advantage. Further, fe-

deral aid is available to help

with this very important issue to

meals per week to "student pre-

Hall. The Committee left the

graduate male Institute-owned"

dorsed building dining halls in all

seven years.) The Committee en-

posed "interim" report, the

voluntary commons. (In a sup-

port of the Burton House 'Commons

residents who previously had not

numerous complaints from the

administrators stated their posi-

in the form of a meeting of

the fall of 1969. The administra-

tion response was an open letter

120 in favor of a voluntary common

school, for prospective graduate students at the master's

level in most engineering areas. Sign up in the Placement Office.

In spring 1970 the committee
gathered residents of all Institute

groups and asked them if they

favored a program relying on a fee

of between $17.50 and $21.00 on

dormitory residents. allowing

Commons to become voluntary.

At that time, the administration

introduced the "CUB plan" as an option for students

required to take commons. Al-

though the plan was initially

introduced in response to requests

from McCormick students and not

in retaliation to the boycott, this

was not believed by many of the

boycotting students. The club

plan was nicknamed the "bludgeon plan," a plan under which

Commons was "extremely

optional, at extra cost." Under

the plan, the resident paid a mon-

etary fee of $145 and could then

buy meals on a la carte basis at

a reduced price. The Burton House

House Walsus stated that, "The

Ryer Committee stated that you
take your ransom fee of $145 proved

the irrelevance of any non-

financial reasons for compul-

sory commons." Critics pointed

out that the plan was a deliberate

attempt to turn the operation over to an

outside agency. It is likely that

the dining service could not

for their own dorms had been a

- attempt to get more cooperation

There were strong attempts to

voluntary commons. For example,

involving the student's own house can an-

sant and relaxed dining withi

ning fee of $145 and could then

the plan a student-paid a manda-

The Ryer Committee defined its goal as finding an

ular Commons. These

brought the dining service to

one run by an outside agency.

nancing have been the only issues

Voluntary Commons, however,

even more with economic facts. A plan was ad-

vised by which Baker's dining hall

was changed from a compulsory
dining hall to a voluntary basis

from those dormitory residents who did not participate to those

who did. In some cases residents

went off Commons and that of Commons

insisting on compulsory Commons.

Voluntary Commons. These

complaints were directed to the

administration. The commit-

tee strongly endorsed the

idea of a meeting of

the Ad Hoc Dining Service Advisory

Committee to investigate the

compulsory Commons issue. The

administration response was an open letter

to the students.

In the period immediately

following the opening of the

Burton Dining Hall, there were

two widely different descriptions of Commons.

In Institute's willingness to take

the poll indicated that voluntary commons would

Voluntary Commons members

were equipped with dining facilities, and their

residents were required to take Commons.

In 1968 an open letter to the student body from the

the Presidents of Burton, Baker,

and McCormick dining halls. The

of the Burton House Walsus

called for an end to compulsory

commons to become voluntary.

At the beginning of the 1969-70 school year,

two polls taken in the spring of 1969 indicated great support

for voluntary Commons. In a

March referendum, McCormick

residents voted 80 to 65 in favor of "voluntary commons if it

involved closing the dining hall."

In May a poll of Burton, Baker,

and McCormick showed 91% of

Baker respondents, and 90% of

McCormick respondents favored voluntary commons with McCar-

thORN's dining hall closed and a

small or no increase in cost.

Also, in spring 1969 support for voluntary commons came

from two widely different sources. A booklet passed a resolu-

tion favoring voluntary Commons. And the

Corporation Visting Committee on

Student Affairs called compulsory commons one of the three

biggest problems of MIT students.

Sometimes in spring 1969 the

Ad Hoc Dining Service Advisory

Committee voted to make Commons voluntary. The commit-

tee was divided on their decision, but

the administration decided to implement this plan for fall 1970.

In fall 1970 interest in voluntary

commons has focused on two groups: Students Having Inter-

I

terest in Troubles and the

AdHDAC, SHIT, a group of

Baker House students, initiated

voluntary meal transfers in protest to compulsory Commons. A meeting between the students and admin-

istration satisfied few of the stu-

dents.

More productive actions ap-

pear to be taking place in the

AdHDAC. It is clear that all or

the committee members favor voluntary Commons. These

members include the Director and Assistant Director of Housing

and Dining and two Deans. Among the methods considered for

raising funds are: selling or closing some dining halls, a tax on dormitory students, and seeking funds from the

Students Council. (Continued.) It is expected that the committee will make a recom-

mendation sometime this term, one and a half years after its

formation. The committee has no official authority, but its

recommendations will probably be followed.

Bridge Club: an additional look

"If your bridge errors embarrass you, try

practicing all by yourself with the

AUTOBRIDGE board. Your progress will be

prized by your partners."
Visiting committees meet in seclusion

By Harold Federow

The visiting committee, the Corporation Visiting Committee on Student Affairs will be meeting this weekend. For an issue that is so important to MIT students there would be expected some publicity and an opportunity to talk with the visiting committee members. The publicity that has been submitted some written thoughts.

The visiting committee was set up to provide the Corporation and relevant department with an independent group, in particular that department was doing in educating its students, to discuss whether or not changes should be made in the college. The committee came on campus towards the conclusion of the last two years MIT has ever had. Who knew about it? About the only publicity was an editorial in The Tech arguing people to attend. If every broad student input on MIT was more important exactly was it then.

Some non-invited students finally did come but we had to take place, but we cannot help but wish that many more students had known about it so that they could have participated.

Now there is another meeting. Not only is it not an open meeting, it is behind closed doors. To be sure students were invited, but they were the co-opted type of which we are not to say that there is no comment from the visiting committee's time on campus to be spent with a certain group of students from the MIT student affairs picture, they suggest that the general situation could not have improved. In the past, they have also approved such a form as the formal abolition of part-time restrictions and having the rules which govern women being off campus be the same as those for men.

In addition to the above, the visiting committee is meeting in a very important function: It serves as the major input for the Corporation on student affairs. The Corporation Joint Advisory Committee (CJAC) is a "knack of the mind," and the Corporation Joint Advisory Committee (CJAC) is a "knack of the mind," and there is no comment from the visiting committee's time on campus to be spent with a certain group of students from the MIT student affairs picture, they suggest that the general situation could not have improved. In the past, they have also approved such a form as the formal abolition of part-time restrictions and having the rules which govern women being off campus be the same as those for men. However, what would be worked out taking a couple of hours to have interested students discuss their views of how the Corporation student affairs committee could affect them? At worst, no one would come. But, a lot of good things can come in this type of visit, with office working papers being confirmed or denied.

However, what would be worked out taking a couple of hours to have interested students discuss their views of how the Corporation student affairs committee could affect them? At worst, no one would come. But, a lot of good things can come in this type of visit, with office working papers being confirmed or denied.

Letters to the Tech

WELLESLEY BUS

To the Editor:

In response to the complaints about the Wellesley-MIT bus registered on the November 3 The Tech announces with regret the resignation of Victor M. Halliburton as Editor for personal reasons.

The Wellesley-MIT bus has been free to all students—not only cross-registered students. The number of people using the bus has, of course, increased. However, for safety reasons this practice For safety reasons this practice will mean that there will be no room for students. After the travel the entire length of Vassar Street by West Campus. The driver determines the route according to traffic conditions. Another bus stop would add to the time to an already tight schedule.

2) Late buses. The bus company was experiencing radiators blowing up. The frequent suburbanite buses being used. These recycles were recalled, and office working papers being completed temporarily at no additional cost. The suburbanite buses have been running close to schedule, with the exception of some early morning and late afternoon buses which are slowed by rush hour traffic. However, the 47 passenger coaches are not equipped with radios, which may present some problems.

3) Overcrowded buses. Beginning this fall the Wellesley-MIT bus has been free to all students—not only cross-registered students. The number of people using the bus has, of course, increased. However, for safety reasons this practice will mean that there will be no room for students. After the travel the entire length of Vassar Street by West Campus. The driver determines the route according to traffic conditions. Another bus stop would add to the time to an already tight schedule.

2) Late buses. The bus company was experiencing radiators blowing up. The frequent suburbanite buses being used. These recycles were recalled, and office working papers being completed temporarily at no additional cost. The suburbanite buses have been running close to schedule, with the exception of some early morning and late afternoon buses which are slowed by rush hour traffic. However, the 47 passenger coaches are not equipped with radios, which may present some problems.

3) Overcrowded buses. Beginning this fall the Wellesley-MIT bus has been free to all students—not only cross-registered students. The number of people using the bus has, of course, increased. However, for safety reasons this practice will mean that there will be no room for students. After the travel the entire length of Vassar Street by West Campus. The driver determines the route according to traffic conditions. Another bus stop would add to the time to an already tight schedule.

2) Late buses. The bus company was experiencing radiators blowing up. The frequent suburbanite buses being used. These recycles were recalled, and office working papers being completed temporarily at no additional cost. The suburbanite buses have been running close to schedule, with the exception of some early morning and late afternoon buses which are slowed by rush hour traffic. However, the 47 passenger coaches are not equipped with radios, which may present some problems.
BSU-SDS coalition falters over motives

Continued from page 1
came to arbitrate, they sat with Morrison, ate steaks or other expensive items, and had cocktails before talking to the workers.

It was pointed out that a decision was reached between Faculty Club President Zeon Zannatos and the union without ratification of the workers.

A hearing is to be conducted on a non-adversary basis, with each side providing all information needed, but not being allowed to question any argument.

Since the union and the employees can't get together, it will be up to the Club and the union to submit questions. Lee, in describing this system, was dis- agreed that the decision of the arbitrators will be final, especial- ly since the union, in his words, "is not for me."

Lee concluded that the asked rate of $3.26 per hour "to stop the protest" if they don't give us any money.

Differences

It was in the discussion that followed that the differences in opinion between the BSU and the SDS came out. It was brought up to the attention of the meeting that Morrison is only a single member of the committee that makes final say over the pay of these workers. BSU's reason for coming to SDS, who took the initiative to solve the problem, was "so we wouldn't be bump- ing heads."

Henry Lacy, another of the workers, asked the two groups to work together, and pledged that none of the workers was going to quit; instead they would "fight this thing to the end."

In response, one member of the BSU noticed that the two groups had "different tactics, different ideologies." It was em- phasized that account should be given to "basic effectiveness within the administration." They didn't think that the Insti- tute would care if the students decided on a sit-in, and sug- gested that if action was to be taken, that it be non-militant.

Militant actions

SDS responded with ideas of militant actions. One suggestion was that if no open meeting was called for soon, "we ought to have a sit-in." Another SDS member urged more immediately when he said, "I think we ought to stop the Faculty Club from running."

One comment on last year's sit-ins was, "they didn't have any kind of basic support at all. I think in this case the demands are very clear, and I think that we have this opportunity for a lot of support on campus."

BSU members suggested that the urgency of the situation be explained, but SDS answered, "We want to go beyond that. We want to attack MIT's racist prac- tices on the entire campus."

BSU countered by saying "why not a direct blow instead of trying to smoother MIT with em-�

berment?" When the meeting broke up a few minutes later this question still had not been answered.

BSU-SDS coalition falters over motives

Continued from opposite page... but its role as an educational institution would undoubtedly

Another cause of the student apathy might be the current abstract nature of the discussion. Many students may be unwilling to participate in theoretical discus- sions of what the characteris- tics of the job and the man should be. Perhaps a release of the names of people being con- sidered would make current dis- cussions more concrete, more conducive to student involve- ment. If this exposure is deemed impractical, some similar move could be instrumental in arousing student interest.

But students themselves must feel a responsibility to insist that their opinions be heard. One CJAC member has suggested that students type up their ideas and tack them to Virox Fulmer's door. Fulmer is Secretary of the Institute; he has helped co-ordinate the search, and any com- ments delivered to him will reach CJAC.

Letters to The Tech

Continued from opposite page above all, he has taken a unilater- al action in reversing the find- ings of a democratic body (the GA), and then asks that we come and reason together.

There is nothing to reason about.

No one on this campus should be thwarted in his legiti- mate activities, particularly by flat of one bureaucracy. I would urge the GA to gen- erally promote respect and understanding by its actions.

The GA should not negotiate with Nyhart; but should immedi- ately facilitate a mixer on MIT property.

Stories are told of how the GA, or Nyhart has attempted to explain his posi- tion in two statements published in The Tech on September 29 and October 23.

Please turn to page 6

You know him, but have you ever been to his house?

Sure, you get through Shakespeare in class. You can even quote lines from his plays.

But have you ever walked down the streets where he walked? Like Henley Street where he was born. Or visited Hall's Croft, the home of his daughter Susanna? Or some of the other homes he held dear? Because only then can you truly understand the man and his times.

There's so much more you can learn about history simply by being where it happened.

BRITISH TOURIST AUTHORITY
Box 921, Dept. CN-1, N.Y., N.Y. 10019

Send me your free booklet:
Britain for Young People.

Name

College

Address

City

State

Zip

In Britain you can travel through thousands of years of history. And you can do it on a very limited budget.

To find out about accommodations for as little as $3 a night (full English breakfast included), places where lunch or dinner costs $1.25, special discount ticket offers, and more ways to save money, send for our free booklet: Britain for Young People.

It's one way to get acquainted with the right people and places.

In Britain you can travel through thousands of years of history. And you can do it on a very limited budget.

To find out about accommodations for as little as $3 a night (full English breakfast included), places where lunch or dinner costs $1.25, special discount ticket offers, and more ways to save money, send for our free booklet: Britain for Young People.

It's one way to get acquainted with the right people and places.
Bank's departure leaves hole to fill

The Student Center Committee (SCC) is now in the process of filling the space left vacant by the demise of the old Student Bank. The bank, located in the basement of the Student Center, was closed because not enough students made use of it. Many ideas have been discussed, including such proposals as ping pong tables, Student Art Association exhibits and demonstrations, and installation of Tech Model Railroad Club's set-up. The subcommittee studying the situation has considered removing the glass walls to make the regular pool rooms, which are run by MIT.

The committee considers the most promising idea they have received; however, according to SCC members, more student input is wanted. They may be reached at x3913. In any case, an opportunity for students to affect their own lives could be offered.

Letters to The Tech

Continued from page 5

To the Editor

This is written in response to the letter by Jeff Gale you published in your last issue. Like every concert at MIT lose money due to high costs and "those who misplan the concerts," and the Tom Rush concert, which MIT on-campus concerts have been losing money for to: 1.) rising costs of artists; 2.) increasing tightness of money on the part of the average consumer; 3.) greater diversification in music tastes--e.g. acid rock vs. folk rock vs. jazz rock; 4.) the competition of all of the greater Boston area; 5.) the comparatively small size of Kresge; and 6.) administrative policy restricting ticket sales to on-campus students. Reasons one through five are not easily changed; six is being worked on.

The Tom Rush Concert is a case in point. As Sloan states, "this clears up his obviously confused mind." However Jay Siegel, President of `71

Judy Collins & Tom Rush

Announcements

* There will be a meeting of the Undergraduate Assembly nominations committee Tuesday, November 24, at 7:30 pm in W20-400. Interviews will be held for positions on the following committees: Activities Development Board; Committee on Evaluation of Friedman Performance; CEP task force on an experimental division; GCC representatives; CEP task force on the IAP; MIT-Wellesley Exchange Committee; Academic Committee on Selective Service; Committee on Student-taught Courses.

* The Nominations Committee of the Graduate Student Council will interview candidates for the following positions Wednesday, November 18 at 6 pm in Walker Memorial room 110: MIT Library Board; Activities Development Board; Ad Hoc Dining Services Board; Advisory Committee on Placement.

* Uglies: Is society repressing your ugliness? You are ugly! You must be proud of it! Join the elite corps of infinite doohs who are running for UMOC; November 30 in December 4. Contact APD: W20-411, x7118.

* The Institute of International Education sponsors a seminar at the College of Europe in Bruges, Belgium. Those interested in modern European history and international relations and who want to go to Europe for spring term 1971 should contact Dean Hazen's office, 10-300, x5243.

* Minor White will speak on his exhibition, "Life's Without Clothes," Thursday, November 19, at 8 pm in Hayden Gallery.

* There will be a women's conference to discuss the people's new constitution November 14 from 9:30 am to 5 pm at the BU Women's Center, 252 Bay State Road.

Dr. Alan Cohen will speak on "Dreams, Consciousness, and Avatar Meher Baba" Sunday, November 22, at 8 pm at the Lowell Lecture Hall, 17 Kirkland Street, Cambridge.

* Minor White will speak on his exhibition, "Life's Without Clothes," Thursday, November 19, at 8 pm in Hayden Gallery.

* There will be a women's conference to discuss the people's new constitution November 14 from 9:30 am to 5 pm at the BU Women's Center, 252 Bay State Road.

Dr. Alan Cohen will speak on "Dreams, Consciousness, and Avatar Meher Baba" Sunday, November 22, at 8 pm at the Lowell Lecture Hall, 17 Kirkland Street, Cambridge.

* The Institute of International Education sponsors a seminar at the College of Europe in Bruges, Belgium. Those interested in modern European history and international relations and who want to go to Europe for spring term 1971 should contact Dean Hazen's office, 10-300, x5243.

The MIT Concert Band and the Jan Veen Theater of the Dance present a Fall Formal Concert of contemporary music Saturday, November 19, at 8:30 pm Kresge Auditorium

Tickets available in the lobby of Huntington 10.

Judy Collins & Tom Rush albums on sale Nov. 12th thru Nov. 19th

At the lowest prices in town!

COOP SALE PRICES $2.79 & $3.59

FBI, NOV. 19
3 shows: 7:00 PM & 8:30 PM
Symphony Hall, 55 Beacon
215-878-5800
24 hrs a day, "A.R.S., a non-profit organization."

HARVARD SQUARE
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CENTER
Panel reviews draft laws

Continued from page 1

A number of such a review last year, and not very uncooperative.

Local, and Costello said that now (between sessions) it is time to start doing something about draft action in the next session of Congress.

"All-volunteer"

John Condliffe presented the advantages of an all-volunteer military, as advanced by the Gates Commission's last February. They contended that voluntarism is preferable to our society to compulsion and that a volunteer force would be adequate to defend the nation's peacetime needs is not required. The budget increase would be $27.7 billion, but this would cut out what are now hidden costs so that it would actually be cheaper as a whole. They also concluded that the military would not become more isolated from society and that the composition of the military would not change significantly if pay were increased and other recommended improvements were made.

Office corps

While the panel was examining the question of whether a volunteer military would be more or less independent and adventurous than the present one, it was agreed that the influential part (the office corps) is already mostly volunteer.

FILLER

School kids in Kalispell, Montana, are having an invisible plastic film painted on their teeth in an experiment designed to prevent tooth decay. Preliminary tests in New York indicate that the new paint provided 100 per cent protection after one year on healthy teeth, says the November SCIENCE DIGEST.

Panel reviews draft laws

would be fewer people behind the anti-war movement. To this, Frederick Lord replied that this didn't keep us out of Vietnam anyway, and that the military would be subordinated by the stipulation that Congress would have to jointly authorize draft reauthorizations under the President's recommendation.

Draft history

Lord also summarized, in his prepared speech, the history and significance of the draft in the United States. He pictured the draft as a zero-sum concept throughout our history and showed that the present continuing peacetime draft is unprecedented.

At a less formal afternoon session of the conference, representatives of many of the 25 sponsoring groups presented their viewpoints and ideas on the same issues.

Debate team places in match at Emory

The MIT Debate Team won semifinalist status in the nation's second largest college debating tournament at Emory College, Atlanta, Georgia over the weekend of October 30.

A total of 132 teams from 116 schools debated the national topic: "Resolved that the federal government should establish a program of wage and price controls."

The University of North Carolina at Berkeley shared semifinalist status with MIT.

Last year, UCLA and Harvard took first and second place, respectively.

Venture: Seven minutes to save a life.

The problem: lifesaving clinical tests of blood, urine and spinal fluid may take technicians hours to perform using traditional methods.

The possible solution: design a virtually complete chemical laboratory in a desk-sized cabinet that will perform a variety of clinical tests automatically, accurately, quickly.

The result: Du Pont's Automatic Clinical Analyzer, the end-product of years of cooperation and problem solving among engineering physicists, biochemists, electromechanical designers, computer specialists and many, many others.

The heart of the instrument is a transparent, postcard-sized reagent cartridge and optical cell for a particular test. The cartridge is automatically, accurately, quickly, to discover the unknown, inventing the ideas and products that will help people live longer and better lives.

Separate packs—made of a chemically inert, optically clear plastic—are designed for a variety of tests. And each pack is supplied with a binary code to instruct the analyzer. Packs for certain tests also contain individual disposable chromatographic columns to isolate specific constituents or molecular weight fractions on the sample.

In operation, the analyzer automatically injects the sample and diluent into each pack, mixes the reagents, waits a preset time for the reaction, then forms a precise optical cell within the walls of the transparent pack and measures the reaction photometrically.

A built-in solid-state computer monitors the operation, determining the concentration value for each test and prints out a report sheet for each sample. The instrument is capable of handling 30 different tests, the chemistry procedures for ten of which have already been developed. The first test result is ready in about seven minutes. And in continuous operation, successive test results are obtained every 35 to 70 seconds, depending on the type of test.

Innovation—applying the known to discover the unknown, inventing new materials and putting them to work, using research and engineering to create the ideas and products of the future—this is the venture Du Pont people are engaged in.

For a variety of career opportunities, and a chance to advance through many facets of life, talk to your Du Pont Recruiter. Or send the coupon.

Du Pont Recruiter. Or send the coupon.

Ventures for better living.
In a meeting on Tuesday night, the MIT Athletic Association voted to recommend to the Athletic Board that Water Polo and Women’s Sailing be made varsity sports, and that the women’s sailing team—members get the same letters as the men’s team. Surprisingly, both motions passed unanimously. Subsequent approval by the Athletic Board should be forthcoming...

The only serious question raised in the discussion of the water polo team was that of the precedent of varsity water polo. Currently, both teams play on the east coast, Fordham and St. Francis, have varsity water polo programs.

Opposing goalie thrusts out of the water but shot by Pete Sanders ’72 and, Jim Roxlo ’72 were honorable mention. The co-captains Bill Barber and Andy Jarrell were needed. All three will be back next year.

Opposing goalie thrusts out of the water but shot by Pete Sanders ’72 and, Jim Roxlo ’72 were honorable mention. The co-captains Bill Barber and Andy Jarrell were needed. All three will be back next year.

BENCHWARMER
By John Kavazanjian

This year’s water polo season established MIT without a doubt as one of the stronger water polo teams in the east. Though not making the finals in the easterns this weekend, the team distinguished itself as a top-rate team, losing only the top two teams and lacking only experience. Next year, virtually the same team will be out there, with a year of playing together under their belt.

This weekend, the all-Eastern water polo team was announced. Tech co-captain Dave James ’71 and goalie Jim Roxlo ’72 made honorable mention while the other co-captain, Pete Sanders ’72, was edged out for first team but managed to make second team forward. Sanders scored 67 out of MIT’s 134 goals this year, while James had 25. Dave James ’71 and Dave Rose ’74 each added one.

In the second game, the Engi-

ners met Cornell and soundly

thrashed them, 21-4. Sanders had seven goals, James had five, and Rose had three. Al Graham ’71 and Ken Epstein ’74 had two each while Alain Epronson ’74 added one. The Harvard Drama Club presents Sartre’s "Dirty Hands" directed by David Boozren November 12-15, 18-21 at 8:30 p.m.

This winter sports season looks to be one of the most prosperous in years. Many teams, such as hockey, have virtually all of last year’s team returning while others, like indoor track, will be benefiting from the new freshman eligibility rules.

Prospects for the ice hockey team look good. With all but two of last year’s letter winners returning, and some fine sophomore prospects, this year’s team looks forward to what should be the first winning season in a while. This year’s official will probably be cườid by returning senior co-captain Bill Barber and Andy Jarrell.

MEN! No exceptions by mail. False catalogues. No obligations. Write: POP-ITIVE, Box 1205-RJ, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

FOR SALE: Warm, top quality mustard for cost; size 10-12, $70, 729-0130.

Backwashin’ Father, speaking on “How to Make the World Work.” Tuesday, at 8 p.m. at the Memorial Union. Tickets will be available at the door or at the MIT Coop. Contact Associates for Human Service Resources (1-356-7810) for further details.

MEN - Don’t take chances! Now, you can get imported and nationally classified advertising known mail consumptive through the privacy of the mails. Details free, no obligation. Write: POPITIVE, Box 1205-RJ, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

Relax and Diet at CAMPUS CUE

590 Commonwealth Ave. (Opposite B. U. Towers)

Pocket Billiards "Great for a Date"